- Vanderbilt Engineering news: Nautilus: Team’s tiny robot called medical science 'breakthrough'

- NAUTILUS USA: Five unlikely breakthroughs in medical science today by Lina Zeldovich.
- NSF Science News April 8 2013: article about our transurethral robot
- SurgRob article about Auris Surgical Robotics formed using technology developed at ARMA. Dec, 7. 2013
- NY Times article mentioning the IREP. November 17 2012.

- Vanderbilt Article about Olin Hall renovation and the creation of ARMA lab
- Vanderbilt View article about Dr. Simaan
- NIH article about our single port-access surgery project
- Columbia Magazine article about our NIH biodosimetry project
- Columbia Alumni seminar

Assistant Professor Nabil Simaan of the Department of Mechanical Engineering was the invited speaker at a special event hosted by the School's Engineering Annual Fund. The reception was held on May 7th, 2009 at the Columbia Club in midtown Manhattan.
- ME Faculty Research Presentations 3-7-2009 online webcast
- NyStar News
- New York Times Science Section
- JHU Press Release